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of  such places " \    A  Restoration  writer lamented  that
" most of our ancient corporations and gilds [are] become
oppressive oligarchies":    they exacted  arbitrary fines  of
admission, so that " beginners in manufacture " with small
capital could not obtain entry into the privileged circle, and
without it they were  " plagued with by-laws,  penalties,
distresses    and    seizures".    The    corroding    influence    of
capitalism upon the old industrial order was thus reinforced
by the belief that the craft gilds hampered economic develop-
ment through their efforts to exclude non-members from
setting up in trade or working at a skilled profession, and
through ' vexatious indictments ' against those who engaged
in a mistery to which they had not served an apprentice-
ship.    Other factors helped to make the decline of the craft
gilds inevitable.    One was the failure, in general, to bring
rural   industries   within   their   orbit   or   to   extend   their
authority to the  outlying suburbs.    This proved a fatal
handicap to the corporate boroughs in which the craft gilds
were   entrenched.    Another   was   the   rise   of   towns   like
Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds and Halifax, which were
not wedded to * ancient customs, franchises and liberties',
and where in consequence " the most useful and beneficial
manufactures are principally carried on and trade [is] most
flourishing".    A   third   was   that   the   craft   gilds,   more
especially   in   London,   ceased   to   represent   their   titular
occupations since the members were often drawn from a
variety of trades:  it therefore became difficult for them to
exercise effective power even within their sphere of juris-
diction.    A fourth was that groups of trading capitalists
sometimes exploited the gild organization to fulfil their own
ends.    Already in the later Middle Ages the control of the
craft gilds had begun to pass to the richer members who
endeavoured to gather into their hands the trading functions.
The critical  and usually hostile  attention  of  the  public
came to be focussed in particular upon the coal industry,
where the Hostrnen in Newcastle and the Woodmongers and
Lightermen in London were associated in companies which
were virtually combines and ' rings' designed to confine the
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